
T H E  W O R K ’ S  S P R I N G  M I X  F O R  N E X T  L E V E L  M A G A Z I N E 

 

About the mix 

 

We recorded this mix live at the Landmark venue in Bergen, where we throw our 

Powerblytt club nights. We wanted to give it a feeling as if it were played out in a 

club, so we decided against computer technology and went for it with our bare hands 

and high hopes.  

 

The mix is a selection of tracks we’ve been playing out in the last few months. There 

are some unreleased tracks, as well as some bigger, more obvious anthems, and the 

master plan of the mix was to take the listener through something that is similar to a 

whole 6-hour Powerblytt club night compressed and packed into 45 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

T R A C K L I S T  

 

 

Au Revoir Simone – Fallen Snow (The Teenagers Remix) 

Moshi Moshi 

 

The Teenagers have emerged as some of the finest remixers today, with exquisite takes on 

artists like Lo-Fi-Fnk, The Black Ghosts and New Young Pony Club. This cut-up, yet soft 

and melancholic, remake of Au Revoir Simone’s beautiful track Fallen Snow is maybe the 

cream of the crop, however, and it provides the perfect start of our mix. 

 



The Work – Givin’ It Up (Njaal Remix) 

Powerblytt 

 

This track was one of the first we ever wrote, and it’s the A-side on our debut 12”. The version 

that appears here is a world exclusive, and it’s a remix by young Bergen-starlet Njaal, who 

has graduated from Powerblytt Junior High. It is so far unreleased, but it would be plain silly 

of us not to let this remix, which is a showcase of Njaal’s pop sensibility and cocky production 

skills, find its way to a proper vinyl release. Did someone say “release it this summer”? All 

right, then. We will.  

 

Jaunt - Pulsar 

Work It Baby 

 

There has been this hopeless word on the street that French house had lost its touch (pun 

intended). There is, however, substantial empirical support to the fact that the best French 

house producers never lose their edge, and this beautiful, dreamy track is among this year’s 

best examples of that so far. Somehow it seems like this track must be the sound of being 

born: everything is warm and comfortable, yet you’re traveling at the speed of light towards 

something you have no clue what is.  

 

Yuksek – Little Dirty Trip (Vicarious Bliss Remix) 

Relish 

 

As in the case of Au Revoir Simone’s track we start talking about the remixer first. No hard 

feelings, Yuksek – you’re a great producer, but Ed Banger’s Vicarious Bliss has for a long 

time been transforming tracks by very different acts into musical journeys of his very own 

specific style. The Little Dirty Trip-track is indeed quite a trip. It goes from downbeat guitar 

action, via indie dance until it peaks in a rave-esque jump-up-and-down finale which really 

shouldn’t appear already in the fourth track on a mixtape, but what the hell. It’s never too 

early to jump. 

 



Marco Passarani - Tribute 

Pigna 

 

Since we started throwing our Powerblytt club nights, this track has probably been played 

every single time. Kind of strange, really, since it’s not the biggest anthem or the musical 

equivalent of the guy in class who all the girls want to be with. Despite its apparently low-key 

character, this is nevertheless a track that everyone loves. It has a totally infectious bass line 

and madly danceable beats, and every time you pick it out of your record bag, it’s like 

Klondyke all over again. 

 

Van She – Sex City (Nightmoves Remix) 

Modular 

 

For some bizarre reason, this magnificent, eight-minute long Nightmoves remix of Van She’s 

Sex City is still unreleased. Shame on you, Modular; but thanks to Nightmoves for leaking it 

to the hungry wolves. Nightmoves are indeed leading the race for the “most exciting 

remixers-award”, and their work is always worth checking out (and purchasing). We hear 

they have some interesting remixes coming up, as well. Van She’s songs are brilliant in their 

own right, but this take on Sex City really enhances the dark, city street qualities of the 

original. 1-0 to Nottingham. 

 

MSTRKRFT – Street Justice (MSTRKRFT Remix) 

Modular 

 

There aren’t many things to say about MSTRKRFT that haven’t already been said, but to 

state the evident, they have an outstanding ability to make tracks that firmly force you to 

the dancefloor. Street Justice is no exception, with its catchy spoken vocal line and a 

production that could be the soundtrack of bulldozers dancing ballet. If this is the sound of 

the streets, then there’s no point in staying inside. 

 

 



Cajuan – Raven (Moog Rave Mix) 

Fine 

 

For some time, Cajuan has been flying under the radar that has caught his more profiled 

companions like Digitalism, but finally it seems as if he’s getting the dancefloor esteem he 

deserves. Raven shares some features with Justice’s Dark Ages Christianity-inspired rave-

electro, and could indeed be the requiem in the funeral of some really creepy guy who talks to 

birds and plays the pipe organ in the nude in his huge stone castle in the woods. 

 

Rex The Dog – Maximize 

Kompakt 

 

When you’re out playing records and the night is peaking, there’s always a part of you that 

wants to play five subsequent Rex The Dog tracks – one after the other. Frequency, Prototype, 

We Live In Daddy’s Car – it’s just impossible to choose from all these dog cartoon-covered 12-

inches popping out of your record bag. Maximize, the Dog’s latest opus magnum, is perhaps 

his most wildly melodic and aggressively catchy track so far, and everything about it just 

screams ”it’s impossible to put on another track after me!”  

 

Daft Punk – Prime Time Of Your Life (Para One Remix) 

EMI 

 

Luckily, then, French wonder boy Para One decided a while back to put down his foot and go 

all dancefloor-monster-of-the-decade on Daft Punk’s Prime Time Of Your Life. This record 

was made for making bouncers and bartenders say: “All right, that’s it. We’re closing”, but it’s 

no use. People will never leave the club as long as this track is running. “Mon Dieu” is all 

there is to say. 


